
WHAT IS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT?
Law firms often refer to practice managers as mini-COO, chief of 
staff, or business unit head. But what it means is different from 
firm to firm. The role's responsibility has some common 
characteristics across firms, such as supporting attorneys, 
developing goals and creating the road map to achieve such 
goals, strategic problem solving, and more. However, some 
practice management roles focus on more marketing functions 
and business development efforts.

“There is a Jack of all trades sense about [practice management]. 
But when you think about what we bring to the role, it really is 
rooted in fundamentals that we've learned throughout our 
career.” 

“...For us, it's very much about strategy, very much about data, 
making data based decisions, facilitating those discussions.”

“We're also a little bit of a hub between the practice and the rest 
of business services [working] together on delivering on strategy.”

“It's kind of like the combo pack of - the subject matter expertise 
and experience of pure project management to be able to deal 
with everything across the board, but also the kind of the depth 
and substance of understanding the practice of law and the 
delivery of the service.”

“Relationship building... Becoming that kind of safe space if you're 
working with the clients legal ops team. They know that you are 
the place to go to. You are... the safe space to address certain 
operational or business issues. In the practice manager role, you 
become that for practice group leaders and the attorneys that 
you're supporting.”

•  Data driven
•  EQ listening skills
•  Understanding motivations
•  Concise communications
•  Being a connector, a hub
•  Strategist

•  Talent acquisition & coaching
•  Problem solving
•  Finance
•  Pricing
•  Matter management
•  “All the rest of business services”

SKILLS FOR SUCCESS

GETTING THE BUY-IN
Unlike some LPM efforts, the practice management role doesn't have the 
issue of getting that executive buy-in and support to keep growing. There is 
more clarity around the position, and law firms see the role as intertwined 
in the organisation. 

“There's so much variety to it, and then you add in the strategy 
elements of it. That's what makes it really fun for me.”

“It's just lovely collaborative people, very professional.”

“I get so much satisfaction that, like, I'm making the firm better. 
I'm making people's lives better.”

“The impact you can make at the firm level, but then also the 
personal level”

“When you can make the bottom line increase. That's always a 
good feeling, you know... you've contributed”
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WHERE TO START
If you had to start from the very beginning in practice management, 
there are some things you could do first to show your impact and 
value to get that buy-in. You can start with a road map, a set plan 
with due dates. You could also set up interviews with key 
stakeholders to better understand the as-is situation.

“[Create] a 90 day plan based on input from leaders... Do one-on-
one interviews of all of your key stakeholders, including your main 
department or Group Head. Really get the lay of the land on both 
the practice side and the business side as to basic things, such as 
what are some untapped opportunities, what are some obstacles 
or barriers that [stakeholders have] been struggling with, and what 
are your top three priorities for this year? And then maybe even... 
getting them to narrow it down...”

“Bringing around some discipline, some project management, 
process management, process improvement... Coming up with 
ways to get people integrated into the firm quickly.”

“Dialogues with peers and other groups just to hear how they 
intersect with the practices and hear how they support the 
practices.”

BEING THE CENTRAL HUB
In practice management, one of the many duties is to be the 
communication nexus, getting others to work together to accomplish 
practice group and firm goals. How to achieve success depends on making 
the connection points because, with these connection points, you can 
collaborate and succeed together.

“We [practice and business services] have to come together and figured 
out where is that intersection point. We do our separate plans, and [then] 
we come together, but all the groups are evolving [at] a different pace. 
We're all in a different stage [of maturity] across the groups... It depends a 
little bit on where the practice is at, the work styles of the leaders in this 
role, on the partner side and then the business services [people]... As the 
firms' mature and evolve, they’re appointing those people in business 
services to then work with the groups or departments.” 

“We're all going to advance if we come together... And sometimes those 
connections happen and sometimes they don't. But we're much more 
successful when we are able to make those connection points.”

“I think it helps a lot when [other business units] started to recognize and 
understand how the practice management subject matter expertise can 
be leveraged by those groups without having to get attorneys, and not 
having to go to the department chair, or getting the right attorneys on 
projects. I think they really start to see the value as well.”

THE FUTURE OF PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
"I'd like to see this role grow to ultimately something like a Chief Strategy 
Officer, where you are understanding and directing strategy. Whether it 
be your business unit, your department, or your firm."

“There is substance behind [practice management], because of the 
pivoting that we've all done, and it's not just... a fancy title to say we 
strategize or we're innovative... There's actually business acumen and all 
of that.”

“We have room to improve. It’s connecting [the] high level to what's 
actually happening on a day-to-day basis and creating systems and 
sharpening systems so that we can very efficiently get visibility into the 
extent to which we are aligned and achieving the targets that we've set 
throughout all corners of practice and business services.”

• Lawyer support
•  Strategic development
•  Problem solving
•  Relationship building
•  Marketing function
•  Business development
•  Decision making
•  Communications hub

•  Project management
•  Subject matter expertise
•  Understanding of the law
•  Safe space
•  Issue resolutions
•  Jack of all trades
•  and more

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT DUTIES
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